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(4x1=4)

SECTION - A

Answeratl questions - Very short answer type, each question carries 1 mark.

1. V.B=0 meansBis

' 2. According to Planck's theory light is photon having packets of energy called

3. Maximum attainable velocity for an object, according to Einstein's theory is

4. The rest mass of Photon is

SECTION_ B

Answerany seven- Short answerVpe,each question carries2 marks.

5. What is Laplacian ?

6. State Einstein's special theory of relativity.

7. Explain equation for wave motion. j
B. what is Transverse wave ? Give itb figure and one example.

9. Explain Hubble's law.

10. What is Curl-less field ?

1 1. what are the contributions of C.V. Raman to the scientific world ?
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12. Prove curl of a gradient is always zero. 3

13. Write about Scalar Triple product.

14. Discuss vibrational states of Diatomic molecufes. (7xz=14)

SECTION _ C

. Answerany four- Short essay/problem type, each question carries 3 marks.

15. Explain simple pendulum.

16' Show that the total energy of a harmonic oscillator at an instant is a constant.

17 ' A longitudinal disturbance generated by an earthquake travels 1000 km in
3 minutes. lf the average density of the rock is assumed to be ZTAO \g/m..Calculate the bulkmodulus of the rock.

18. check the force F = (y, - xr) i + 3xyj is conservative or not.

19- Explain the fundamental theorems for gradient , divergencA and curls

20' Give the volume element for spherical polar coordinate and hence find out the
volume'of a sphere of radius R. ( 4x3=12)

SECTION - D
Answerany two- Long essay type, each question carries 5 marks.

21. what is ultra violet catastrophy ? How this discrepancy was solved ?

22. What is a harmonic oscillator ? Solve the differential equation.of a harmonic
oscillator and find the expression for its velocity, period and displacement.

23. Discuss about Fourier analysis and Fouriertheorem.

24' Explain Transverse wave in stretched string and modes of transverse vib-rations
in a string (2x5=lo)


